Your products, our technology

Kaak | Benier | DrieM | Daub | MCS | LhotellierR2A | Multiparts

Kaak Group
Total concept “from Silo to Truck”
Based on more than 100 years of experience, the Kaak Group offers bakery companies all over
the world the equipment they require for the production of many types of bakery products.
Every member of the Kaak Group supplies the highest quality products and support, each highly
specialized in their own field. As a group, we are able to offer you a large variety in line concepts,
from a relatively simple mono production line to complex multifunctional
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Key Conc

combine the best components available to create the optimum integrated
solution for you.

Impression
In this brochure you will find an impression of some frequently used line concepts. Of
course, this is just to give you an idea of our possibilities. Please feel free to contact us
for any inquiry you may have involving baked products.
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production lines. Based on our knowledge and experience we can effectively
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Tin bread and toast line
The tin bread lines as supplied by the Kaak Group, are a good example of high quality
equipment integrated into highly efficient lines. All group members Benier, DrieM, Kaak,
Daub, MCS, Lhotellier and Kaak Bakeware can contribute to this most classical of all
industrial bakery lines. Depending on the line capacity, which ranges between roughly
2.000 and 12.000 products per hour, the line is designed completely according to
customer specifications and available floor space in the bakery.

After the silo system and the mixing equipment, that
can be included in the project, the dough make-up
can be achieved with traditional Benier machines or
with a DrieM dough sheeting line. Again, size and
used technology depend on the line capacity and the
type of products to be produced.

After depositing the dough pieces into straps, they are fed into the Kaak Multi-Step final
proofer. In case of toast production, the straps are provided with a lid fully automatic
after leaving the final proofer. Other tin bread types can be decorated before entering
the oven. Baking will be done in either a thermal oil Daub oven, or a cyclotherm type
oven, produced by MCS. The straps for this line are produced by Kaak Bakeware and
professionally coated by Lhotellier.
The size of the straps is determined by the line capacity.
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Lidded toast straps exit the

Toast bread is transported

Daub oven

from the depanner to the
cooling system

From the oven exit the pans are transported to the depanner where the products are
taken out of the strap. In case of a toast line, an automatic delidder is placed between the
oven and the depanner. The finished product is transported through a Kaak Spiral Cooling
system. The empty pans return through the strap cooling tunnel to the dough depositing.
In case there are different strap types in the line, the Kaak Pan Storage will take care of
the automatic pan exchange when other bread types have to be produced.
The manning level of such an industrial line is extremely low and basically is only required
in the dough preparation area. The baking quality, the reliablilty and efficiency of this
Kaak Group production line meet with the highest world standards.

A high-capacity industrial toast bread line with
cooling spirals and automatic pan storage
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Baguette line
Thousands of top quality baguettes per hour. That is the production output of a Kaak
Group industrial Baguette line. The beating heart of this impressive baking line is the
Kaak Multi-Step oven. It is embedded in a fully automatic line with a capacity of 8.000
baguettes per hour or more.
After the mixing process the dough will be fed to the dough make-up equipment. This
can be realized with either the traditional Benier baguette make-up lines or with a DrieM
dough sheeting line.

The Multi-Step oven is controlled by a touch screen
panel with 3D presentation of the baking line

Benier and DrieM make-up technologies ensure a stress-free dough which is the base for
a high quality product with a perfect bread structure and crumb.
With high accuracy and fully automated, the dough pieces are deposited onto fluted
baking trays or “filets”. They are then transported into the Kaak Multi-Step final proofer.
In there, the correct climate and the lack of movement create the ideal environment for a
good final proof.

Par-baked baguettes inside
a Multi-Spiral cooling
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system

Automatic scoring of the dough’s top surface will take place after leaving the proofer.
The next step is to bring the products into the Kaak Multi-Step oven. Since one of the
most important parts of Baguette production is the humidity control, the oven entrance is
equipped with a steam system. Also inside the baking chambers there is steam injection
and an accurate measurement system controls the ideal baking climate.
The baking trays travel stepwise through the oven while the baking heat is distributed
very equally across all products. This ensures an even baking result.
The next system in the line is the Kaak Multi-Step cooler, followed by the Multi-Step
freezer if required. Freezing equipment and insulated housing are part of the total project
Finally, the Kaak depanner will take the finished products from the trays, so they can be
transported to the packaging department. The empty trays are transported back to the
start of the line or can be automatically stored and exchanged with other types. A baking
tray buffer system will ensure smooth day-to-day operation of the line.

The Kaak Group Baguette line
with Benier’s Dough Master

Dough dividing in a high
capacity line with Benier’s
Dough Master
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Freestanding breadlines
Freestanding bread production is the oldest method of baking, when no baking pans
were available. After kneading the dough manually, it was put in baskets to proof. The
baker would then manually fill his stone oven, by putting the dough pieces on the oven
floor by means of a long spoon.
Various line types are possible, so first some choices have to be made: final proofing on flat
surface or in baskets? If the answer is flat surface, the concept choice can be a “Peelboard
Line” or a “Belt Proofer”.

Freestanding bread inside the
Daub thermal oil oven

If the answer is baskets, an additional variable has to determine the final concept choice:
the number of different bread shapes, i.e. basket shapes. If the answer is: “one or two
baskets”, the concept choice can be “Swingtray Proofer”. But if the answer is: “up to four
different baskets”, the obvious choice is a “Multi-Click Line”. Each of these line concepts
can be completed with an MCS cyclotherm oven or a Daub thermal oil oven. The baked
products are cooled in Multi-Spiral system.

Cooling conveyors behind the Daub oven
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1. Peelboard line
When the dough type does not require basket proofing, i.e. the dough is not too fluid or
it is a flat dough, it can be transported through the final proofer on flat boards. In front
of the oven the dough will be “peeled off” from these boards. Therefore they are called
peelboards. Peelboard lines as supplied by the Kaak Group, are another good example
of team work within the group: Benier, DrieM, Kaak, Daub, MCS and Kaak Bakeware
can contribute to this line type. The dough make-up equipment can be any type: a bread
line, a bun line, a sheeting- or laminating line. This immediately shows the flexibility of
the peelboard system. The loaded peelboards are fed into either the Kaak Multi-Step,
the Kaak Multi-Deck or the MCS Swingtray final proofer. Decorating of the dough after
proofing, such as scoring, seeding or flouring, is done whilst the products are still on the
peelboards.

The peelboard concept enables the
production of many different freestanding
product types on the same line

The next step is to transfer the dough pieces from the peelboards onto the oven belt. This
is achieved with a Scrabbler Oven Loader. The empty peelboards are cleaned and
return to the dough depositing. The size of the peelboards is determined by the line
capacity, product dimension, etc. They are produced by Kaak Bakeware.

Peelboards with dough
pieces inside a Multi-Step
final proofer
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2. Line with belt proofer
Besides the peelboard solution, the line concept with a belt proofer is the second option
when proofing can be done on a flat surface. The dough make-up line will transfer the
dough pieces onto the wide proofer infeed belt by means of a retracting belt system.
Thus, an accurate pattern of dough pieces is made, that will stepwise enter into the Kaak
Multi-Deck belt proofer. The proofer belts have the same width as the oven belt. The
length and number of decks are determined by the line capacity. The layout requires that
the proofer and the oven are in line.

Major feature of the line is the Multi-Deck
final proofer, equipped with belts

Enclosure and unloading lift of a belt proofer

Dough pieces inside the final proofer are
positioned on flat belts
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3. Line with swing-tray proofer
When the bread type requires basket proofing and only one or two basket sizes are specified,
the final proofer concept can be the well-known “swing tray”. The dough pieces rest in
individual baskets while they are fed through the proofer. A row of connected baskets form
one swing tray that is connected to a chain system on both ends. One of the advantages is the
small footprint of the system: only the in- and outfeed of the MCS proofer are on low level.
When the proofing time has elapsed, the swings arrive at the exit point where they are
pivoted onto a belt conveyor where flouring, seeding and scoring can be performed.

MCS is the Kaak Group specialist
in building swing-tray proofers

Two different basket types
inside the swing-tray proofer
provides more flexibility
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4. Multi-Click line
When the bread type requires basket proofing, but there can be up to four different
basket sizes, the solution is the patented Multi-Click concept. The heart of this system is a
square carrier tube with baskets attached to it on all four sides. The length of the tube
(=Multi-Click carrier) equals the width of the oven. Each of the four sides of the square
tube carries a different shape of basket. Depending on the bread type, one of the basket
shapes is turned upward to carry the dough.

Between the proofer and the oven, a Multi-Click manipulator will pick up each carrier and gently turn over the
baskets to deposit the dough onto the oven infeed belt.

The Multi-Click proofer
system enables the use of
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four different basket types

Rolls and buns line
Rolls and buns are generally baked on flat or indented baking trays. Besides the “Kaak
Multi-Rack concept”, that can be found on the Kaak Group website, the “line concept” is
a renowned example of high efficiency buns production. Kaak group members DrieM,
Kaak, Daub, MCS and Kaak Bakeware are contributing to this solution.
The example production line on this page can produce 36.000 buns per hour. It starts
with a bun moulder or DrieM dough sheeting line. The Baking trays are transported
through the Kaak Multi-Step proofer.

After this process, the pans are fed into the MCS oven, type “Bakemaster”.
From the oven exit the pans are transported to the Depanner, where the buns
are taken off. The finished product is transported through a Multi-Spiral cooler.
The empty baking sheets return to the dough depositing after being cleaned.

Kaak Group industrial buns line with (from right
to left) an automatic Pan Storage, Multi-Step
proofer, MCS tunnel oven and spiral cooler

After baking, the products are transported to a
scrabbler depanner
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Ciabatta line
The typical Italian Ciabatta is becoming more and more popular all over the world. The
Kaak Group’s answer to this growing market is the industrial Ciabatta Line.
The line is built around the unrivalled vertical Kaak Multi-Step oven. The capacities range
up to 6.000 large or 12.000 medium size Ciabattas per hour or more. The dough make-up
is achieved with a DrieM dough sheeting line, which ensures that bulk proofed doughs
are processed without any damage or de-gassing, providing the necessary open cell
structure.

Using the same sheeting technology from
DrieM, a wide variety of cut and rolled products
can be produced on the same production line
concept.

Automatic flouring units are part of the line concept. The next step is to bring the products
into the Kaak Multi-Step oven. The baking sheets will move stepwise through the oven
while the baking heat is distributed very equally across all products. This ensures an even
baking result.
The dough pieces, lying on flat or indented baking trays, are transported into the Kaak
Multi-Step final proofer. In there, the right climate and the almost lack of movement create
the ideal environment for a good final proof.

The MCS stone belt oven
can also be part of a high
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quality Ciabatta line

The Kaak Multi-Step oven

After baking, the products are fed into the Kaak Multi-Step cooler, followed optionally
by the Multi-Step freezer. Finally, the Kaak Depanner will take the finished products from
the trays, so they can be transported to the packaging department. The empty trays are
cleaned and transported back to the start of the line or can be automatically stored and
exchanged with other types. A storage system is shown in the example layout. This storage
will also act as a buffer to ensure a day-to-day smooth operation of the line.

When using baking sheets, the vertical
Kaak oven is the heart of the high-
capacity Ciabatta line
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Pizza lines
Besides the mentioned Ciabatta, another famous Italian delicacy is the pizza. With the
Italian company MCS as a strong member of the Kaak Group, knowledge and experience
in pizza production are well represented.
One example amongst many different ways of making pizza is the “pressing” method.
A typical high-speed industrial Pizza Line produces 8.000 pizzas per hour. After mixing
and kneading, a fully automated fermentation system can be installed. Often a dough
resting time of 2 ½ hours is required to obtain the best dough.

Finished pizzas leaving the MCS oven

Line concept for a pizza production
line with the pressing method

The dough bins are collected from the storage and brought to the dough make-up line.
By means of a Benier dough divider and rounder, dough balls are produced, after which
they are fed into the carriers of the First Swingtray proofer system. After passing through,
the dough balls are transported underneath the pizza presses.
The flattened pizza dough is now fed into the second proofer, where they are carried on
flat proofing boards. Before entering into the oven, the pizzas can be decorated.
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Preferably, baking is done in a stone tunnel oven. Stone segments (e.g. granite) are
connected to the transport chains inside the oven. The pizzas lie on top of the stone segment
while traveling through the tunnel oven. Discharge conveyors behind the oven will bring
the baked products to cooling and packaging area.
One other way of pizza production is the sheeting method. This concept is based on
producing a thin and wide dough sheet. The square or circular pizza shapes are then
cut out of this sheet. The output of the line can be 15.000 pizzas per hour.
By means of a DrieM sheeting line, the pizza dough is prepared and cut into the required
shape. Dough scraps can be re-used. MCS will take over from here. A Multi-Deck belt
proofer will hold the products during the appropriate proofing time. Decorating can be
done before the pizzas are automatically loaded onto the oven belt. After baking, they
are finished or cooled and frozen on Kaak Multi-Spiral systems.

Alternative pizza production method is based
on the dough sheeting technology
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Multi product line
Besides the industrial Kaak Group “mono lines” that are described in this brochure,
automation is also available for bakery lines with a larger variety of bread types. The
Multi-Product line is the ideal solution when the production volume of one bread type
does not justify full automation with a mono-line.
The strength of the line concept is that it combines conveyors, final proofers, oven and
cooling successively for different products.

The Multi-Deck Daub oven enables the
connection of two or three production lines

Two or three independent dough production lines (rolls and buns, large bread, baguette,
sheeting, laminating) are merged together into a combined layout. Although each make-up
line does not produce the whole day, the rest of the systems (like proofer, the oven and
cooling) can be used efficiently by one of the other dough make-up systems.

Buns and tin bread on a
combined cooling conveyor
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The Thermal-Oil DAUB oven is the heart of the total line. It is a “multi-deck” oven, that is
equipped with several baking levels. Each deck is totally independent and can bake
different kinds of products. Behind the oven, the unloader will ensure that product flows
do not mix. Depending on capacities, product assortment and required daily output, the
Multi-Product line is “tailor-made” and dedicated to customer’s needs.

The Multi Product line concept
combines production flexibility
with industrial efficiency
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Kaak Group
Varsseveldseweg 20a
7061 GA Terborg
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T +31 (0)315 339 111
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